After-effects felt by Amchitka surroundings

Amchitka, Alaska (UPI)—The Atomic Energy Commission and Monday the earth had apparently started to collapse around "ground zero" where the United States detonated a 1-megaton underground nuclear blast on this Aleutian island.

The shockwave, which was expected, resulted from the cooling of gases sealed inside a huge underground chamber, blew off about a mile near the surface in Saturday's blast.

"We have gotten some strange indications on the surface that something has happened out there," AEC Public Information Officer Henry Vermillion said.

AEC officials have strong indications on the Amchitka surroundings that something has happened out there, "AEC Public Information Officer Henry Vermillion said.

Other scientists on the island reported that the bed of a small lake was cracked by the force of the explosion and the water drained out.

Amchitka, which sits between the Bering Sea and the Pacific Ocean, is the home for otters, seals, birds, bald eagles, and seagulls.
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Editor:

"Shop freaks' unite!"

Hardly a day passes in which some student doesn't come into our welding laboratory hoping to use our facilities to construct or repair some item such as an auto part, motorcycle, etc. Unfortunately we cannot allow our facilities to be used for such activities.

On a campus with so much room available, and where we have active auto and cycle clubs it seems a shame that a self-supporting decent shop business is not available for student use under campus supervision.

It is my understanding that some thought is being given to the construction of a yearly Rose Parade float. In my opinion this makes good sense and I am suggesting that perhaps it would be feasible to expand that facility to include a controlled area for the above mentioned purpose.

A quick check of our catalog shows that a student attending this college and carrying at least a six unit load over the year will pay a total of $50.00 for his Associated Student Card plus a total of $20.00 for his College Union Fee. If enough students on this campus want a decent repair shop facility, I suggest they attend the Associated Student Body meetings and let their views be known. Who knows, thearchy might get some grease.

Enrico P. Bongio

---

Stand up for ecology

Editor:

"Why hasn't Ecology Action taken a stand on Amchitka?"

"There's the leadership on this local issue on that one..."

For all of you people that have asked me the type of question, here's my answer. Leadership should be determined by a simple formula: he who does it....

Ecology Action is something you do rather than join. Our strength will not be in numbers or positions but in actions to achieve certain goals.

Those concerned enough to bring an issue had better be damned willing to become a project coordinator. The politics and actions will then be decided by the membership of this task force.

In other words, if you care then it's up to you to take action. It's not easy because we've been trained over the years to elect officers and representatives and then sit back and do nothing but criticize. And that's dead wrong.

Last Friday I talked to 3 people who were protesting the Amchitka blast by marching with signs in front of the courthouse. There were only three people, but they took on the responsibility and got great publicity for it.

No, they didn't stop the blast but they made a few apathetic citizens think and isn't that what it's all about?

With the bell on, this Ecology Action doing?" We have been working two months to put out this Ecological Week. We are trying to change people's minds, but before that we must change their hearts. (If that sounds too corny, just think about it.)

These four nights (tonight is the second) will be devoted not only to giving out information, but to creating the good vibrations needed for people to come together. Each program will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Chumash Hall with a half-hour multi-media concert.

It will include great music (with a fantastic sound system) a multi-projector slide show of the local scenic beauty, free food, a 120-foot movie screen and a few other surprises.

You can sit in the chairs or bring your own tent. Food prepared for a good trip. All of this is free for Except Wednesday night when we must charge, in order to keep our hearts to hear conservation activ

Campus Food Store

Editor:

Things just don't seem to be coming out right. We request something to be published in the Mustang, and somehow it either doesn't come out or it comes out different.

We've omitted several articles—they haven't appeared. We've thought of the paper as the mouth of the Associated Student Body, the fastest path of communications between students, but you've continually thwarted that communication (such as dorm bitching; outright superstition; "I told you so"). We hoped the paper would support, or even advocate, the student position in this school; but instead, it seems to be backing the "quietude" encouraged by our administrations, organisations and individual citizens. It's up to you to take action. It's not easy because we've been trained over the years to elect officers and representatives and then sit back and do nothing but criticize. And that's dead wrong.
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No, they didn't stop the blast but they made a few apathetic citizens think and isn't that what it's all about?

Now, what is the bell on, this Ecology Action doing? We have been working two months to put out this Ecological Week. We are trying to change people's minds, but before that we must change their hearts. (If that sounds too corny, just think about it.)
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It will include great music (with a fantastic sound system) a multi-projector slide show of the local scenic beauty, free food, a 120-foot movie screen and a few other surprises.
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Gays explain themselves to a curious radio audience

by GARY HENDRICKSON

In this open hostility, Chuck mentioned other towns where gay meetings and parties are regularly advertised and where such activities are at least tolerated and accepted.

In concern with the takeover in Alpaca county by homosexuals, one of the representatives said he viewed the action with mixed emotions, while he wants to be permitted to "be who he is" he does not approve of segregation of homosexuals from "straights."

In answer to a few of the long streams of questions from callers, it was explained that the difference between a homosexual and lesbian was nil, whereas a delicate difference did exist between transvestites and the College Theatre homosexuals. The GSU representatives advised other gay callers on how a homosexual should explain his sexuality to his parents.

Friction from callers

Chuck and Jay brought to KCPR to discuss the world of the

The Creative Switch...

Jay, were the guests on KCPR's talk show, "Study Break," and answered questions concerning homosexuals and the organization itself.

For two hours, the two homosexuals answered questions of the curious, other gays, and the inevitable skeptic. The purpose of the San Luis Obispo GSU is, said Chuck, to provide a way for gays to meet other gays and to help "conquer hostilities against gays in this area."

Hats Off

The scripted version of the homosexual as the limp-wristed fellow in hot pants as illustrated in many of the new movies is generally false. Homosexuals make up six percent of the country's population, and that percentage only a very few exceptions are physically detectable as gays.

Steve Stagnaro, who was assisted by Woody Googel as an interviewer for the talk show, admitted in his way recognized the two GSU representatives as homosexuals when they entered the show, thereby proving the guest's point.

Origins of "gay"

The term "gay," it was clarified, was originated 10 years ago as a code word for homosexuals, to be used in communicating the fact that they were homosexuals to others. Jay pointed out that the GSU is a young organization and at this time concentrates its drives for better understanding homosexuals and to help dispel much of the ignorance which makes this campus a hot spot for hostility against homosexuals.
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CAROL'S CORNER

Give Pettas a big hand

by CAROL CRADWICK

A special congratulations is in order for John Pettas, who successfully guided his team to a 2-1-1 victory over the Las Vegas Rebels. For a quarterback who has rarely seen action this year, Pettas has emerged to take up the reins of his team and performed quite admirably. He threw two touchdown passes and completed four out of nine.

One question that may be in many minds is that if Breanahan returns, how much action will Pettas and freshman quarterback Robby Garcez see? Will Pettas slide back behind the scene, only to emerge for a few minutes of the game?

There are probably less questions about Pettas now, too. Out from behind a shadow, Pettas emerged to take up the reins of his team and performed quite admirably. He threw two touchdown passes and completed four out of nine.
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